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This Report measures and forecasts Internet data generated by fixed
connections
 This forecast provides an independent (of vendor) view of
open Internet traffic in geographical regions and selected
countries.
 It applies recent trends identified in part in Analysys Mason‟s
Connected Consumer survey1 and assesses their impact on
fixed broadband (and by implication mobile broadband)
investment cases.
 It provides a complement to our wireless traffic forecasts.2
That forecast splits wireless traffic generated by small- and
medium-screen devices (principally smartphones and tablets)
into cellular and Wi-Fi traffic. The fixed Internet traffic forecast
places these elements in their proper context as fixed traffic.
 The forecast does not include:

Figure 1: Scope of this forecast [Source: Analysys Mason, 2013]
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 independently derived detailed breakdowns of traffic into
protocol or application types
 TDM services, or operator-managed IP services, such as
VoIP, IPTV and IP-VPNs.
 The forecast does include:
 OTT video services, often referred to as Internet TV or
OTT voice services (such as Skype).
1

See Analysys Mason‟s Forecast Report The Connected Consumer Survey 2012: fixed
broadband. Available at www.analysysmason.com/FBBsurvey2012.

2

See Analysys Mason‟s Forecast Report Wireless network traffic worldwide: forecasts and
analysis 2012–2017, available at www.analysysmason.com/WNTF2012.
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Trends in device usage: connected TVs and STBs

 Connected TVs: We believe this is where the real potential
for take-off in traffic consumption lies. Once OTT TV is on the
main remote control, then it becomes mainstream TV viewing
rather than a supplementary service. Internet traffic will
become increasingly shaped by general TV viewing profiles
(the number of hours watched, the time of day when TV is
watched).

© Analysys Mason Limited 2013
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 STB-based OTT services: Several broadband providers
now offer STBs optimised for OTT viewing as an incentive to
use their services. For example, in the UK, both BT and the
leading altnet TalkTalk now offer free YouView boxes to IPTV
subscribers. We see this as a half-way stage to full
connected TV: important for familiarisation, but still in
essence supplementary and generally co-existing on the
same box as a DVR. The STB is a workaround for the
connected TV, and as such not a particularly desirable
consumer item.

Figure 19: Peak and average bandwidth per fixed broadband subscriber and
peak:average ratio, upper and lower limits, Western Europe, 2011–2018
[Source: Analysys Mason, 2013]

Bandwidth (Kbps)

 OTT video: In our previous forecasts (July 2011) we noted
that increases in OTT video traffic, when viewed primarily on
PCs, appeared to be driven mainly by increasing numbers of
users, and perhaps of an increasing number of services,
rather than by increasing levels of usage of individual
services. For services like the BBC iPlayer at least this
appears still to be the case.

 One important effect of this change will be a concentration of
data traffic during the peak evening TV viewing hours. This
will change the busy-hour/average Internet traffic throughput
ratio from what has been a fairly consistent 1.8:1 to
something less efficient, unless people choose or are
encouraged to use off-peak downloading as opposed to
streaming. The busy-hour/average ratio for TV is about 2.6:1.
 CDNs will continue to be able to offset some of this additional
burden, but their efficacy depends on concentration of taste
in viewing habits and whether they are distributed out beyond
aggregation node.
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 Our focus is exclusively on TMT.
 We support multi-billion dollar investments, advise clients on
regulatory matters, provide spectrum valuation and auction support,
and advise on operational performance, business planning and strategy.
 We have developed rigorous methodologies that deliver tangible
results for clients around the world.
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Consulting from Analysys Mason
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commercial objectives.
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www.analysysmason.com/consulting.
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